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In Cleveland, we have a split system of rr to 16 schools

and sixth form colleges. This can be a very frustrating
situation in itself academically, because it means that when
the students leave school at the end of the fifth year, ripe
for further study, we are the ones who have developed
their interests and disciplined their study and behaviour
through five possibly difficult years, and yet we can no

longer teach them.
I am the only Latin teacher in the largest rr to 16

comprehensive school in Cleveland, and my situation is

better than most. A level Latin is offered in four of our
sixth form colleges. In four of the rr to 16 schools

including ours, Latin is officially on the timetable. In six of
the r r to r6 schools, Latin is extra curricular. There is also

another Latin group made up from four different schools.

This extra curricular demand is met by three Classics

teachers, all of whom teach in at least three different
schools or colleges.

Like some other Classics teachers in the country, I feel
frustrated after every fifth year Parents' Evening. Every
year parents tell me how they are disappointed that their
sons and daughters cannot do A level Latin in our local

sixth form college, which is ooly a fe*'rninutes rvalk ae-a-v.

I totally sympathise with thern and I have tied to rectiS'
this situation. Hopefully, things rn'ill improve under LIIS'
but at the moment, the coi.rflR- vierr is that there is

adequate Classics provisions in another sixth form college

about four miles away and that srudents could go there for
all subjects or just Latin, and do the other subjects localll--

However, going to both colleges would have its ornn

problems as regards travelling time, timetabtring, socialis-

ing etc. There is no direct busline from our town to that
college, so parents would have to agree to a two-year
transport commitment. What happens to sfudents whose

parents have no cars?

In reality, students are reluctant to leave their friends
and still prefer to go to our local sixth form college- This
college will not consider A level Latin, although they have

the staff, unless numbers are definite in advance- My fifth
year students will not give a definite commitment until the

GCSE results are out. By then it is too late to timetable.

Result - A level Latin never gets off the ground.

Two years ago, two of my students were determined tc

do A level Latin, and with dad as chauffeur, attended the

college a distance away for all their A levels. They both

achieved grade 'A's in their A level Latin and also in theil
other subjects. I am sure many other of my formel
students could have achieved this and I am concerned

about the 'hidden statistics' in general, about those whc

wish to start or continue a study of Latin, but who for u

variety of reasons are unable to do so.

A few years ago, because of an amalgamation of twt
schools, Latin was removed from the official timetable
However, an enthusiastic modern language teacher taught

some basic Latin during lunch times to interested pupils
on a purely voluntary basis. Three of these pupils wantec

to continue studying Latin in years 4 and 5 to GCSE, bur

that seemed impossible as Latin did not officially exist an(

there was no one qualified to teach it. Fortunately for thesl

girls, I live near the schools involved, and so they came t<

me regularly at my house for two years to study GCSE
Their results! A, A and C. I'm sure there are hiddel
statistics here too. Because his parents moved house, a bo1

who had been studying Latin at a school at one end of thr

counf-v) transferred in year 4 to a differerrt school where ry

Istin is taught. I've been asked to teach him in m1'owr
time. There is no one else aear enough.

In the same area: a rstired genderran doctor has I

buraing rrnbition to read Ewipides in the original Greek

I're nolr'be'm teaching hirn in lay owo time for almost tw
sears.

I'm coorinccd th:rt more would study Latin and indeer

Greek and Classical Civilisation, if they were on th
tirnetable. I feel, as tr'm sure do many others reading this

that fte Classical interest survives in this country becaus

of our dedication. I would also like to acknowledge th
support from the Languages adviser.

PAIILA M. KUIT
The I-aura Jackson School
Cleveland
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Richard \Moff

Our society's increasingly hard-headed idea of what is careful what claims we make for it, that teachers must beworth learning, along with the imminent arrival of the clear about what they mean by Ianguage awareness andNational curriculum, has produced among classicists that they must tailor ih.i, .or.r.s ,.ra thei. justifications
sornething of a rush to emphasise the value of our subjects accordingly. I believe that at present we both make tooby showing that they are useful. This has been given some strong a case for what language awareness courses based inimpetus by the news from the u.s.A. about the impact of classics can do and at the same time are in danger oflearning some Latin on the language and other perfor- offering an impoverished form of language awareness to
mance$ of many children in socially deprived inner-city our pupils.
areas. IV'e have heard much about how these children have
gained in test scores not only in English and verbal rmproving English
reasoning, as one might have expected, but also in math- Since the American experience and the work of Corson inematics and science, which may well come as a surprise. particular have been very influential, I want to begin byThe work of David corson on his theory of a Graeco- suggesting that they have also caused classicists to inter-Latin lexical bar has served to support both the work of pret languag. u-u..r.r, in a strongly functional sense, asthe Americans and the deep-rooted feeling of classicists iontributin! directly to an improved performance in Eng-that our subjects do somehow produce more intelligent, lish. Bolstered by this interpretation, we have looked formore literate people. In addition, Corson's work has the distinctively ilassical contribution and have found it incontributed to the increase of interest among classicists in etymology. The movement to functionalism ignores
language awareness'r 

^ , nother, very different understanding of language aware-Now, the interest of classics teachers in some form of ness, to which I will return later. The focus on etymology
language awareness is nothing new. Most people who ever has excluded from consideration a vitally important group
learned any Latin remember the few minutes or so each of factors identified by Corson as reiniorcing the lexical
lesson given over to examining which English words came bar. These are the sociological and intrapersolnal factors,.from dominu.s, or those times when the child who couldn't In order to clarify the relationship between these factors
remember how to translate hortus was offered such deriva- and the role of etymology, I am going to discuss the idea oftives as 'horticulture' from which to try to glean the linguistic motivation3.
meaning of the Latin word! Fortunately our approach to
such work nowadays is more sensitive and rather more
systematic. $7hat is new, perhaps, is the extent to which
language awareness has permeated our arguments for
classics and the courses we teach, whether these are
designated language awareness courses or not.

There is plenty of evidence of this in the pioneering
work of the Strathclyde Classical Studies rJ7orking Group,
Adrian Spooner's Lingo,Jonathan powell,s In*oduction to
Philology, which was distributed to ail JACT members
last year, and the appearance of the guru of language
awareness, Eric Hawkins) at a JACT conference on the
topic in r988. However, the interest in language awareness
has not been restricted to publication and discussion.
Teachers all over Britain have launched language aware-
ness courses either of their own devising or based on
published work, usually Lingo, and even teacher educators
have recognised the importance of devoting time to work-
ing with their students on the topic.

In this article I want ro examine in more detail the
concept of language awareness and the role of classics
r*ithin it. In particular, I want to sound a cautionary note
before we all throw our second editions of CLC into the
bin and ordet Lingo and erlmological dictionaries in vast
quantities. Vhile I think that language a\l'areness is basi-

Motivation is an important term in Corson,s theory and
is used in two senses: there is lexical motivation, which
relates to the difficulty of a word and its ease of access and
there is social and psychological motivation, which has to
do with the readiness to use a word. Lexical motivation is a
compound idea made up of three elements: the phonetic,
the morphological and the semantic. For our presenr
purpose a combination of the morphological and sem:uftic
elements is the most relevant. Here, a compound word of
Graeco-Latin origin is rendered inaccessible to the poten_
tial language user by the opacity of its constituent parts.
The meaning of 'storm-drain' may be accessible to any
person who knows the two independent lexical items
'storm' and 'drain' and who has a basic concept of the
formation of compounds by means of the hyphen. No such
opportunity exists with words such as ,periphrasis, where
the constituent parts are unable to stand on their own as
everyday, familiar parts of speech and are not distinguish_
able from each other by a structural marker such as a
hyphen.

Social and psychological motivation is quite different.
Certain classes of word, usually long Graeco-Latin ones,
are perceived as belonging to a particular social or peer
grouping and are, therefore, not used by members of
another social or peer gaoup. Language has an important



identity. Types of language will only be used if they are

seen as contributing to these processes. Psychologically,
children need to feel comfortable in their use of language.
As Corson says, this feeling must come "through absence

of stress or cultural constraints, through the presence of
interest and other reinforcers or through a relaxed fami-
liarity in the language user with the subject matter of the
discourse."+

It is the lexical form of motivation that the commitment
to etymology in classical language awareness courses is
intended to address, but there are two areas of difficulty
here. The first arises from the need to distinguish between
what Corson calls passive and active vocabularies. An
active vocabulary contains all the words one uses confi-
dently and regularly from day to day. It is a subset of a

passive vocabulary, which also includes words one tends
to use only infrequently or in very particular circum-
stances and words which are familiar, but not understood
well enough to be used actively. Corson's work indicated
that while upper and lower class children differed in the
number of Graeco-Latin words in their passive vocabular-
ies there was no difference in the rate of acquisition of
words over time. The striking difference that develops is
in the actual use of Graeco-Latin words. Thus the classics

teachers who are attempting to improve their pupils'
English must address themselves to two tasks: the exten-
sion of passive vocabulary and, much more important, the
activation of '"'ocabulary. In my view, classical language
awareness courses are at present neglecting the second
task.

It is worth noting that the commitment to derivations is

not supported by Corson himself. He suggests in his book
that their etymological provenance is not significant in the
acquisition of words into the passive vocabularys. It may
be hard to believe that understanding the constituent parts
of a complex and unfamiliar word will not be of help in
making that word part of one's passive or, indeed, active
vocabulary, but the truth of this is not a vital part of my
argument here. What I want to suggest is that the strong
claims we make for the importance of etymological under-
standing in the development of children's use of language
are based on a partial interpretation of Corson's work and
that the move from understanding what a word means to
using it to express one's own feelings or views is likely to
depend as much on issues of social and psychological
motivation as on lexical motivation. I shall return to the
possible contribution of classics to this form of motivation
later.

The second area of difficulty with the etymological
approach lies in the need to provide alien simple words in
order to clarify the meaning of an alien complex word.
The problem here is that the simple Latin or Greek words
are tlemselves unmotivated - they are presented to stu-
dents in isolation from any cultural meaning they might
have and from any linguistic context, such as a story,
s'hich might provide the motivation necessary for the
child to understand and retain them. It could be argued
that retention of the simple rvords is not an aim for a

language airareness course, but it seems to me that a

degree of, retention is i-ital if these rvords are to sen'e to

make transparent unfamiliar cognate words the child
meet later.

The whole approach from etymology is further
cated by the fact that, in very many cases, the meaning
the Graeco-Latin word in English has undergone s

changes or was in the first place dependent on metaphor
metonymy to such an extent that access to the
origins is not of any use. One can readily perceive
meaning of "paternal" using Latin pater, but there is
hidden further stage if the meaning of "paternalistic" is

be understood from the same root. In addition, the
lish language has over the years developed a life ofits
This point is made very strongly by Michael Stubbs in
review of Corson's book6. Children seem to
the 'teleporters' of science fiction well enough by means
English cognates such as 'television' or 'telephone' wi
out needing to go to Greek and Latin. It is hard to see

value of an etymological analysis of 'helicopter'
'helico-pter', when English deals in 'copters', 'heli
and 'heliports'.

Developing a rnetalanguage
Derivations are, of course, not all there is to c
language awareness courses. One of the points seized
by those seeing a language awareness course as contri
ing to children's functioning in language is that
upon by the Kingman Report on the teaching of Engl
children should be equipped with a metalanguage,
language which enables them to talk about their own
languagez. It is rightly argued that it is of value for
and child to possess a common terminology with which
analyse and develop any linguistic features which mi
appear in a piece of writing or, indeed, of speech.

Thus, a certain basic core of metalinguistic vocab
can easily be developed including names for parts
speech, such as nouns, verbs, adverbs, adjectives
pronouns and for units of language, such as

phrases, clauses and sentences. These terms will be
subgroup of the terms and concepts which we might
to teach as what both the Kingman and Cox reports p
to call knowledge about language. However, as F{
STiddowson writes in his note of reservation to
Kingman Report, it is by no means clear just how
ledge about language relates to developing a compet
in language8.

Analysis of the utterances and writing of children
veals that they quickly develop the ability to
statements and expressions which follow approp
grammatical principles. Most children do not
utterances such as 'girl ball throwed' for very long, if at
and no explicit generalised instruction about the re
positions of subject, verb and object is usually required
break children of such a habit. Indeed, the example gi
could easily stand as a good example of the way in whi
children themselves actively experiment with gramrnati
rules, such as the formation of the past tense, at arr

stage without formal instruction. An eleven ol
year-old has a great deal of knowledge about language,
this knowledge is unvoiced; it is shorvn in lingui
performancee.
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In any case, u-hi1e specific instruction may help an
individual child ri'ho is making a consistent mistake, it is
unlikely that the teacher of language awareness can hope
to find general principles for identifying the grammatical
needs of a lr'hole ciass of children. In terms of the
appropriateness of instruction in grammatical rules, objec-
tives can only be stated after getting to know the children's
actual linguistic needs. The child is only likely to see the
value of generalising upon practice when she already has a

grasp of the practice but has made a specific error in trying
to express something she wants to express. I think that
attention to providing children with the confidence and
opportunity to say something important to them and
starting work from that point is likely to be far more
successful in helping children to develop their use of
language.

It also seems by no means clear that if developing a

metalanguage is one of the prime language awareness
objectives of the classics teacher, there is any need to be
committed to a language awareness course as a vehicle for
it. Some studies suggest that knowledge about language in
these terms is readily achieved via the learning of a foreign
language'o. It is easy to see why this should be the case.

Learning a foreign language, especially a dead language
such as Latin or Greek, requires a degree of analysis, of
talking about the language one is learning. A metalanguage
is vital for this task. This is not to say that I advocate a
return to traditional Latin teaching; an inductive approach
to language teaching is not vitiated by this requirement.
Rather, I would suggest that the learning of a metalan-
guage is done more effectively when the child sees it as a
tool for achieving what she wants, that is, to learn another
language in order to derive meaning from what is
expressed in that language. The application of the meta-
language to English can be facilitated by discussion and
reflection on the correlation between forms of expression
in the two languages.

Development of a metalanguage is a pretty insubstantial
base on which to build a language awareness course and, as

I have suggested, could be achieved as well through the
teaching of Latin itself. Other language awareness features
can also be fed into a Latin course) the obvious one being
et1'mological investigation. It is worth bearing in mind
here a point I made earlier. The learning of uncom-
pounded Latin words in a context of meaning is likely to
be more motivated and more durable than the learning of
isolated elements of given Graeco-Latin words in English.

A last, general point to note is that the projects in the
U.S.A. were not language awareness courses in our sense

of the word. What the American children were taught was
Latin, twenty minutes a day for five days per week. The
children listened to and read simple stories in Latin; they
learned Latin expressions; they studied aspects of Roman
culture and even spoke a bit in Latin. It was from activities
such as these that their English language work stemmed.
It might be argued that this degree of contact is not
feasible in British secondary schools and that it is necess-
arv for us to economise by introducing large numbers of
lexical items at a time as do the language awareness
.ourses. However, since this is true, we also need to

question whether the American u'ork can be called upon to
support what we are doing in our schools. There is no
evidence whatsoever, either from Britain or from the
U.S.A., that language awareness courses as such help
improve pupils' English.

Making vocabulary active
Neither the possession of a metalanguage nor the study of
the roots of Graeco-Latin words seem to me to be funda-
mental to helping students get over the Graeco-Latin
lexical bar. The crucial thing to remember about the
Graeco-Latin vocabulary of the low scorers in Corson's
research is that it is inactive. I suggested earlier that the
activation of vocabulary has not been considered adequa-
tely in the development of classical language awareness
courses. I also pointed out that social and psychological
motivation is likely to be of prime importance in making
vocabularl, active.

The one area in which I can see the etymological
approach making some contribution to motivating voca-
bular.v in the social and psychological sense is in its
emphasis on playing with words. Clearly, the focus on
difficult u,ords within a language awareness lesson will
serve to break the ice of lack of use. If children become at
ease speaking long words aloud and breaking them up and
swapping them around, then we should be able to expect a

greater wiilingness to do the same with other words they
come across and an increase in confidence as the course
progresses. It is this notion of having fun with words, of
not standing in awe of them which is to my mind the
strongest aspect of the activities in Lingo.

However, playing with words in such a way can only go

so far. The active use of vocabulary is most likely to take
place when students perceive lexical items as providing the
means to analyse and discuss ideas and issues which are of
significance to themr with which they have some familiar-
ity and which they are encouraged to discuss in a suppor-
tive context. Classicists can help provide such opportuni-
ties by taking pains to ensure that what the students learn
is of interest and value and that they approach the subject
matter with a spirit of critical enquiry.

For a long time it has been a rallying cry for those
attempting to justify classics in the curriculum that we
offer students the opportunity to engage with issues of
genuine human importance. The issues we bring forth
tend to be dignified with appropriately Graeco-Latin
names: gender relations, social oppression, multi-ethnic
societies, democracy, imperialism, etc. It is clearly true
that these issues can be approached through classics. It is
equally true that serious encounters with these issues
demand the ability to put one's views and develop one's
powers of analysis by handling abstract concepts and
abstract language. No matter how interesting one may try
to make etymology, it is still the case that only words are
being made the focus of the students' attention. In ety-
mology lessons the students are inundated with unfamiliar
wbrds which have been torn from any context which
shows them in use and from any felt concern which makes
them meaningful. It is my view that a classical studies
course in which we help young people to grapple with
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important issues is much more likely to promote actlve use

of Graeco-Latin lexis motivated by a real wish to express

oneself than is a language awareness course.

Real language awareness
If teachers still feel a commitment to etymology and a

metalanguage as contributors to improved language com-

petence, I believe that a good Latin course is likely to be a

better vehicle than a language awareness course. Neverth-
eless, there may be good tactical reasons for putting on a

classics course which is entitled language awareness'

Headteachers impressed by the emphasis on language in

all the National Curriculum discussions may be more

kindly inclined towards classics if we are seen to be playing

our part. Alternatively, heads of modern languages who

find themselves in competition with Latin at second or

third year options time may be happier to allow language

awareness through classics at foundation level than to give

us a chance to use the CLC to play havoc with their
potential learners of German and Spanish. More positi-

vely, a language awareness course devised in collaboration

or consultation with other teachers of language might be

just what is needed for the classical languages to be

recognised as a part of an overall languages policy'

In order to clarify what I think a good classical language

awareness course should be like, I want to separate out two

very different approaches to the whole notion of language

awareness. The first is the one I have been concentrating

on so far, the functional approach, which understands

language awareness as a means of improving English' The

second is the less utilitarian approach which sees the study

of language as valuable in its own right. Such study may

have some pay-off in various other elements of the curri-
culum including other languages, but it need not be

designed to improve language performance as such'

There seem to me to be two elements in developing such

a language awareness course. The first is to extend our

understanding of what the classics can offer to students'

awareness of language and the second is for classics

teachers either to become involved in courses offered by

other language departments in school or to initiate such

cross-curricular developments in the many schools where

they are the only people doing any general language

awareness work. The second element needs little explana-

tion: it is clear that any broad approach to language

awareness will benefit from collaboration both in defining
aims and obiectives and in exploiting the content and

experience of differing approaches to language developed

over the years in different subject traditions. Such an

approach will provide pupils with a coherent and consis-

tent experience of language awareness throughout their
years of schooling. The first element deserves some

elaboration.
At present, while not chained to the functional approach

to language awareness, we have allowed it to dominate our

understanding of the possible contribution of classics' In
the first part of this article I have tried to show where I
think this approach is mistaken. There are, however, other

aspects of language awareness apart from etymology and

basic grammar in which classics could make a contribu-

tion. Several of these might take the sort of work don

present as a starting point, but would then require exl

ration of the contexts of and reasons for the lingu:

features we have identified.
One aspect might be studying why Gtaeco-Latin lex

so dominant in Standard English especially at acade

levels - some work on the history of English woulc

essential here. This study would, of course) neec

consider the impact of the Norman invasion, the us

Latin as the language of education over several centt

and the great expansion of Graeco-Latin terminolog
the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries. H

ever, it might also be of value to explore the issue oI

Roman invasion of Britain and the power of Latin in
absence of a written language among the Celtic tribe
would be interesting to discss the adoption of Latir
many Ceits once the success of the invasion had bec

apparent. Such study would help children to unders

both the political importance of language and the fact

English is not some pure language, but the resul

accretions) power struggles and immigrant influence 1

the earliest times. It might also be salutary to see Brita
the victim rather than the perpetrator of imper:

aggression. There should also be room here for explc

the contributions other languages have made to Engl

Linked with such study would be the question of wl

many commercial brand-names are either Graeco-I
or pseudo-Graeco-Latin' However, this must go de

than just listing as many brand-names as possible. Su<

activity is fun, but ultimately sterile. \7e need to con

the ways in which the use of names such as "Xer1
"Antaeus", "Aiax" and "Nurofen" work on the

sciousness and image-making processes of consumer

There are many other areas of language awarene

which Latin and Greek could make a significant cont:

tion. Students could consider the differences bet'

inflected and non-inflected languages and the oppor
ties for communicating emphasis by means of inflec

Study of the multilingual environment need not be lir
to modern, spoken languages, but could gain much

examining where Latin and even Greek can be seen t

us.
As soon as we begin to consider language more bro

we can begin to explore the social and personal conte:

language and language use. Children could learn z

different systems of writing, such as cuneiform, hier
phics, pictograms and ideograms, syllabic scripts a:

development of the alphabet. Much material for di
sion could be drawn from the Greek and Roman wor
issues such as the relationship between written and s1

language and the place of rhetoric in ancient educi

Attitudes to speakers of other languages coul

explored, as could the existence of and attitude to dia

$7e could introduce the idea of cultures based or

communication and also look at the developmenr

social distribution of literacy. Herodotus' story (II
Psammetichus I's experiment to determine which wr

oldest language in the world would make a good stir

for discussion about the sense of such an experimer

has been replicated since then - and about the cond
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of language acquisition. \I{e might even be able to find a

place for Arrius and his aitches in Catullus 84.
A real language awareness course attempts to help

children to understand language not simply as a closed
s!'stemj but in all its aspects, historical, psychological,
social and cultural. In order to achieve this, classical
language awareness courses should move beyond grammar
and derivations and explore the richness of the ancient
g-orld as a source of material which will illuminate the
phenomenon of language. But before abandoning their
classical studies or Latin courses, teachers should consider
carefully in what ways those courses could be developed to
enhance children's understanding and use of language. I
fear that in the eagerness to put on what are perceived as

useful courses) we may actually be leaving behind the
means of making a genuine contribution to our students'
intellectual and linguistic development.

RICHARD WOFF
Lecturer in Education
Centre for Educational Studies
King's College, London

NOTES:

r See D. Corson, 'The Graeco-Latin lexical bar', Hesperiam, 5, t982,
p.49-59 and D. Corson, The Lexical Bar, Pergamon, 1985.

z Corson, The Lexical Bar,p.5off.
3 ibid., p. 5z-3 and p. ro3ff.
4 ibid., p. 52.
5 ibid., p. rt4.
6 I am grateful to Professor M. Stubbs of the Institute of Education

for giving me a copy of his review of The Lexical Bar prior to its
publication ir Educational Reaiew in 1986.

7 D.E.S., Report of rhe Committee of Inquiry into the teaching of English
Language, H.M.S.O., 1988, p. rzf.

8

9

ibid., p. 77-8.
See, for example, the article by Helen Lyons, 'Needing to know
about language: a case study of a nine-year old's usage', Language in
Educdtion,2.3, r988, p. r75-r88.
T. Bloor, 'What do language students know about grammar?',
British Journal of Language Teaching,24.3, 1986, p. 157-6o.
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The Classical Scene in M alta tgTg-rgg!

-
Simon Borg

This articlel attempts to outline the course of Classical
studies in Malta during the decade ry79-t9g9. The first
section of the paper deals with the decline of Classical
studies on the island during this period, while the second
section will describe the results and implications of the
study which the author carried out in order to assess the
importance still apportioned to the Classics within aca-
demic disciplines where they were formerly considered as
indispensable.

The Decline in the Study of the Classics
A solid Classical background was once considered a size
qua non for students of the Humanities at tertiary level.
Today, in an age borne ahead on the crest ofthe technolo-
gical tidal-wave, and amidst the development of a wide
range of specialized subjects, the Classics have gradually,
but surely, been deposed from the throne of eminence they
once held amongst academic disciplines. Sharwood Smith
(r7ll) has admirably summed up the situation:

Classics - the study of Greek and Roman antiquity -
once revered as the quintessential element in a com_
plete education, is now more often reviled as an inde-
fensible but tenacious anachronism scattering grit in
the expensive machinery of educational progress.,

This phenomenon does not appear to have been ende-
mic to any particular European counrry. \Wulfing (rqgg)
states that

there is no country [in Europe] which has not under-
gone decisive reforms in the course of the last ten years,
affecting secondary education in general and. much
more particularly the ancient languages more than the
other subjects . . . Curricular time allocated to science,
technology as well as the social sciences has increased at
the expense of the ancient languages in particular.:

rVulfing's statement is supported by statistics from the
main examining boards in the UK for the period r979r
1987+, statistics which irrefutably indicate a marked de-
cline in the number of students sitting for Classical
subjects at Ordinary and Advanced level. The same phe-
nomenon was also noted in S(rest Germany. Matthiesson
(r988) remarks thar, even though Latin has still remained
an important school subject, it has lost the privileged
position it once enjoyed in that country5.

In keeping with the trend just described, the Cl4ssics
also declined in Malta during the late 7os and gos. yet the
decline of the Classics in this country seems to have
assumed proportions which belittle those of the other
European countries where this phenomenon was noted.

The pritnum mobile of the decline of the Classics
rvas undoubtedly the temporary demise of the F
Arts at the University of Malta in r9go. This wat
major blow to the Classics in Malta, for the I
fulfilted b1' the Departmenr of Classics within tha
were not assumed by any other Department, and 1

Classics ceased to be taught at tertiary level.
The decision to suppress the Faculty of Ar

direct offshoot of the policy advocated and impl
by the Socialist go\-ernment then in power, that u:
courses be determined solely on the basis of v
considered necessar\. for the country,s material 1

Individuals trained in the Humanistic discipliner
whom the concept of utilitv u.as often not a m(
factor were thus deemed expendable, and the prr
of such individuals was abruptlv halted by the Ac
which formally dispensed with the Faculty of Ar

The closing down of the Faculty of Arts thus <

at a time when the emphasis in Malta was being p
vocational training, particularly technology, to th
that any form of study not promoting practical anr
ial progress was considered as dispensable. One m
that technological progress and the study of the
cannot coexist, but one need only consider the <

technologically advanced country like Sfest G
where, although, as described above, the Class
declined, there are no indications that the techr
juggernaut is threatening to terminate Classical
altogether, and the latter still figure prominentl
country's educational curricula (Matthiesson, op.
6-8). One may also refer to America, a counrry co
in the vanguard of technological progress, wherr
Fleur (1987)6 has shown, figures for the number
dents studying Latin at high school have re
impressive increases in recent years. The utilita
titude which predominated in Maltese educariona
thus clearly wenr beyond reasonable limits.

The change in attitude towards the Classics at
level sparked offa radical change in the priority all
the Classics at lower educational levels. The compr
vity with which the Classics in Malta were rele6
insignificance is clear from the statistics for the nun
students who sat for Latin at Ordinary and Advanc
(Oxford and London University Examinations) du
period t978-r987. In 1978, eighty-one students
these examinations, in 1987, only one student did

The study of the Classics in Malta thus undet
decade of extensive decline during which Classical
were in fact perpetuated almost exclusively by the f
seminarists were obliged to obtain a knowledge
Classical languages. Statistics for these years do
show that only males sat for examinations in C
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subiects (compare France, for example, where, according
to Wulfing (op. cit., p. ro), ar upper secondary level in
1985-86 rhere were r8 girls to every ro boys srudying
Classics).

Another factor which aggravated the condition of the
Classics in Malta was the absence of any recognized body
of individuals, similar to JACT, ARLT or CA, who could
have implemented remedial measures when the subject,s
decline was first manifest. The eradication of the Classics
thus ensued without any real resistance being offered.

ln 1987, after a decade during which the study of the
Classics reached abysmal levels, the Faculty of Aris at the
IJniversity of Malta and the Department of Classics
within it were reopened. The revocation of the policies
implemented in r98o was the work of the Nationalist party
elected to government in r9g7 after over fifteen y.u., of
Socialist rule. Wrhereas the previous government had
emphasised a narrow utilitarian concept of tertiarv edu_
cation, the newly elected Nationalists ha& during its
period in opposition never concealed that, if elected, its
policy would be

to legislate back into existence the IJniversity . . .
to nullify the legal consequences of the Act of rggo
. .. to restore such Faculties of study as have been
suppressed such as the Faculty of Arts8.

In keeping with this declaration, the legislation which
had obviated the need for purely Humanistic studies at
tertiary level was altered soon after the general election of
1987 in order to reinstate such studies to their former
position at university. The incongruous existence of a
university without a Faculty of Arts was hence remedied
and tertiary education in Malta once again began to regain
its hitherto waning respectability.

Thus it was by no small coincidence that initiatives
aimed at redeeming the Classics were implemented fol_
lowing the change of government. These included the
establishing by the lJniversity of Malta of its own Latin
Matriculation examination (which thirty-three individuals
sat for at Ordinary level in r98g), as well as courses at
sixth-form level and university aimed at fostering an
awareness of culture and enabling students in these insti_
tutions to liberate th6mselves from the previous narrow-
minded concept of education.

At sixth-form level, the first step in injecting a cultural
element into the students, studies has been the setting up
of a compulsory course named Systerns of Knowledge
which attempts, according to Heywood and Serracino
Inglott (r987), to

break down departmental separatism in schools . . . and
help [students develop] a broad social and cultural
frameworks

As from t989, a pass in this course was made obligatory
for entry to all university courses, and careful inspection
of its syllabus,o reveals a Classical element which should
proride studenrs with a clear idea of the fundamental
rurnur of Graeco-Roman culrure and the debt of all
suhetguent Eurooean societies to rhis nrlrirre

At the IJniversity of Malta, all undergraduates within
the Faculty of Arts must currently take a course in
History of Mediterranean Civilization. As its title
implies, there is a strong Classical bias to this course; and
in fact six of its sixteen units are devoted to the Classical
world.

The measures described above indicate that, especially
at sixth-form and tertiary level, attempts are being made
to enable the Classics to regain some of their lormer
importance. rt is too soon to assess the actual effectiveness
of these measures, but their creation and implementation
are certainly indicative of a healthier future for the study
of the Classics in Malta. \trfhen one considers the eradica_
tion of Classical studies perpetuated in Malta up to r9g7,
the current situation is quite auspicious.

The Legacy of a Decade Bereft of Classics
The neglect of the Classics in Malta has had the inevitabre
effect ofproducing university students who are character_
ised by an unawareness of their social and cultural roots.
In order to assess the extent to which university students
have been affiicted with this condition, a study was carried
out on the basis of replies given to questionnaires adminis_
tered to a sample of ry6 undergraduates (r33 Faculty of
Educarion, $ Faculty of Arts,,) studying English,
French, German, Italian and Maltese., at the IJniversity
of Malta. These undergraduates were chosen because of
the particular relevance of the Classics to their studies.
For, as Highet (rg4g)8, among others, has shown, the
Classical influences on western literature are such that an
imperfect knowledge of these influences actually precludes
a profound appreciation of this literature.

The major findings of the study were that:

a. only 38.64% of the sample were able accurarely to
define the term the Classics;

b. 86360/. of the sample consider the study of the Classics
to be a worthwhile activity;

c. 75.57o/o of the sample believe they were given few
opportunities of becoming aware of and familiar with
the Classici prior to entering university;

d. 87.5oo/" of the sample have never studied either of the
Classical languages;

e. only 52-84./" of the sample have read Classics in
translation;

f. further analysis showed that only 4.54% of the sample
were able to narne the authors of the Odyssey, Itiid,
Aeneid, De Arte Poetica, and. poetics and that 69.gg0/.
were unable to name even one of the three great Attic
tragedians.

In the interests of brevity, the implications of the results
described above have not been elaborated on, yet careful
inspection of these figures reveals a situation which should
be considered as disquieting by those who face the task of
guiding the sample of students through the intricacies of
western literature in all its forms. The results show that
these students are simply not conversant with even the
most basic aspecrs of the Classical world.
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dents themselves for such a situation, the positive arritude
towards the Classics displayed b5, the vast majoritl, of the
students would tend to exonerate them and instead incul_
pate a system which has permitted these students to arrive
at university without ever making rhem aware of the
ancillary skills (in this case a knou,iedge of the Classics)
necessary for them to pursue their studies in a satisfactory
fashion. One may think that the students'positive attitude
towards the Classics is unsurprising considering the fact
that they have to tackle a compulsory course in History of
Mediterranean Civilization, but such an explanation is
incorrect, as undergraduates in the Faculty of Education
(75.57o,o of the rotal sample) do not take this course. The
fact that Education students, who are not given the option
of taking the course in History of Mediterranean Civiliza_
tion, still expressed the wish to familiarize themselves with
the Classics indicates that measures similar to those imple_
mented within the Faculty of Arts need to be introduced
into the Faculty of Education with the aim of allowing all
undergraduates involved in the study of western literature
to partake of the benefits offered by the Classics.

The state of affairs revealed by the statistics cited above
is ultimately traceable to the scorn heaped upon the
Classics during the previous decade. This paper has
already described the reforms so far implemented to
promote the Classics at sixth-form and university, and
since the study has been carried out, further measures
have been adopted at these levels, such as providing sixth_
form students and undergraduates in the Faculty of Arts
with the option to study the Classical languages. Consi_
dering the plight of the Classics in the years preceding
r987, the present situation represents a remarkable turn_
around indeed. However, it seems that little attention has
been paid to the latter years of secondary school, a period
during which studenrs are firsr faced with the decision of
choosing certain subjects and discarding others in remote
preparation for the studies they would like to pursue in
future. Providing students at this level with an awareness
of the possible relevance of the Classics to their future
studies and allowing those for whom the Classics are
relevant to study them as from this age is, in my opinion, a
vital procedure which needs to be implemented in order
for the Maltese educational system to start producing
university students who are in a position to proceed with
studies at tertiary level in as satisfactory a manner as
possible.

SIMON BORG
Dingli, Malta
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